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Action on Interim Statement
Deferred Until Wednesday
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By PAT REEFS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council continued its
discussion Wednesday of the interim statement on Student Rights
and Responsibilities. After lengthy
debate over the semantics of
amendments proposed by graduate
representative Jules Loventhal,
council referred further discussion
to next Wednesday.
ASB President Vic Lee said the
article would have top priority at
next week’s meeting. Council
adopted an amendment proposed
by senior representative Bob Gottschalk which will send the bill to
a conference committee for a final
draft. This will be composed of
three council members and three
members of the student faculty
committee which drafted the
original statement.
Earl Hanson, senior radio-TV
major, asked council to freeze
funds to the SJS placement center
on the grounds that the office advertises jobs which practice discrimination. He said some job offers require "clean shaven applicants and conventional dress and
haircut." Hanson asserted that
this constituted discrimination as
to creed.
David Letourneau, spokesman
for Students for a Democratic
Society I SDS), asked council to
set up a fund for students arrested
on campus during "disturbances."
He said it was "immoral for
Student Council not to support arrested students. This is supporting
gestapo tactics of the police force."
Council took no action on either
request.
In other action Council:
Appointed Terry Speizer,
sophomore representative; Jim
Fritz, student activities board;
Sander Howard Heller, ASB Judiciary; Alan James, senior representative; Robin Stockwell and
Mark Anthenien, college union
program board. Craig Evans,
freshman representative, was
elected chairman of the campus
policy committee.
Passed a bill establishing a
Student Housing Board. The Board
will serve as a communication
media between students and apartment owners or housemothers. It
will evaluate student housing facilities on the basis of rent rates,

SDS Counters Plan To Move
Dow Recruiters to South Campus

study facilities, policy of returning
cleaning deposits, and statement
of non-discrimination in rental
By MARC NURRE
policies. Findings will be published
Spartan Daily News Editor
by the ASB in a booklet available
Students for a Democratic Soto students,
ciety (SDS) last night rendered
The council passed amend- useless administration efforts to
ments to the ASB election code. decrease the possibility of violence
Candidates for ASB offices will arising from the presence of Dow
now be required to state political Chemical Co. recruiters on campus
party in application for candidacy. Monday.
Campus political parties will be
Earlier yesterday afternoon.
required to state the purpose of President Robert D. Clark had apthe party, and name, address and proved of a student -initiated plan
telephone number of the chairman. to move the recruiters to the South
Council approved an alloca- Campus Men’s Physical Education
tion of $75 for three permanent Building at Tenth and Humboldt
trophies for first, second, and third streets.
This was an attempt to avert
place in the blood drive. The winning clubs’ names will be en- trouble which would be heightened
graved, and they will keep the by the presence of large numbers
trophies for a year. Any club win- of curious spectators.
But in a meeting held last night
ing three yeais in a row will rein JC141, about 130 students and
tain possession permanently.
SDS members agreed that, "since
Unanimously passed a reso- it has been made clear from the
lution supporting radio station November demonstrations that the
KSJS in the formation of a com- administration is the only one for
mittee to investigate the duties whom Dow will leave campus, we
and purposes of the station, and should concentrate our demonstrain changing the station’s broad- tion on the administration
casting hours from 5-9 p.m. to building."
6-10 p.m.
Dow recruiters, who will arrive

City Approves Plan
For Parking Garage
By DAN EHRLICH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
With San Jose City Council approval of plans for SJS’s proposed
eastside parking garage, the college is now free to begin final
preparations for actual construction of the facility.
A narrow 4-3 vote was recorded
from the council following a
lengthy debating session on the
matter.
The City Planning Commission
submitted the plans to the council
with its recommendation for approval. An objection to the plan,
however, came from the Department of Public Works.
Its objection was on the width
proposed for Ninth Street with the
building of the new garage. The
structure will be located at the
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corner of those two roads and extend south to Elizabeth Street and
east to 10th Street.
The College’s plan is to reduce
the present 50-foot width of Ninth
Street to 34 feet. The Public
Works Department had recommended it be a minimum of 40
feet wide.
Voting against approval of plans
as presently shown were Councilmen Louis Solari and Robert I.
Welch, and Councilwoman Virginia
Shaffer.
With the approval, which was
entered as a minute order, City
Planning Department official Robert Oliver said that the college’s
next step will be in completing
acquisition of all the land needed
for the garage.
He pointed out, however, that
there are only a few parcels still
to be acquired.
Continuing, Oliver stated, the
following step would he for SJS to
ask the City Council for San Jose’s
abandonment of Hewlett and
Hayes Streets, over which the garage will be built. When this is
accomplished the state and the
city can enter into mutual land
swapping agreements.
In return for Hewlett and Hayes
Streets, the state will be asked to
dedicate a strip of land along San
Fernando Road and Elizabeth
Street for widening. In addition
the college will he asked to make
certain street. improvements along
the two roadways.
Oliver concluded by saying once
the college accomplishes all this it
will be free to start building immediately.
The new garage facility will be
almost identical to the present
structure on San Carlos and Seventh Streets.

on campus Monday morning, were
originally scheduled to occupy
quarters in the placement office of
the Administration Building a
location which became a focal
point for the demonstration and
ensuing riot which occurred dur-

Lee Defers
Approval
On Boycott
Student Council approved a resolution Wednesday that SJS students boycott clothing products
made by Deansgate, Inc., because
the company currently is on strike.
The vote was 8-6-2.
However, Vic Lee, ASB president, said he will not sign the resolution into force until he has had
a chance to listen to arguments
offered by representatives of local
stores selling the apparel.
Council heard arguments from
Dr. John Galm, president of the
SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), and
from Mrs. Anne Draper, regional
director of the label department
for the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America (AFL-C10).
Dr. Galm stated AFT has given
its full support to a boycott. Mrs.
Draper, who stated her sole work
is organizing boycotts, told council that the University of California
at Berkeley has approved a similar resolution.
The resolution, introduced by
graduate representative Jules Loventhal, states 50 workers in the
company’s Southern plant are on
strike. He said many of them are
Black.
Mrs. Draper added the workers
are striking for union recognition
and that it is the duty of the students to support them in their
quest so good relations can be

ing their visit on campus last
semester.
Yesterday afternoon, however, in
a meeting convened by students,
three members of KSJS-FM, the
campus radio station, proposed the
plan which would have moved the
recruiters to South Campus,
Among other advantages, the
plan would have allowed’ the administration to remain in compliance with the directive issued
by the State College Board of
Trustees affirming the right of all
agencies to recruit on campus.
Contacted late last night, Pres.
Clark said he would have to go
back into consultation with the
committee which made the South
Campus plan before, he could decide whether or not Dow recruiters
would be moved in light of the
later developments.
He also re-affirmed his stand on
permitting peaceful demonstrations. "Demonstration is appropriate. Violence is not. I don’t
believe the students are committed
to violence." He said while "a
handful" of students may be
pledged to violence, he did not
feel this reflects the stand of the
entire student body.
SDS members have planned a
noon rally today on Seventh
Street to discuss the tactics of
(Continued on Page

Middle East
David Gamon, officer-in -charge
of Lebanon -Israeli affairs for the
State Department, will speak in
JC141 Monday night at 7:45 as
part of a conference "The Middle
East: What of the Future?"
The conference is jointly sponsored by the SJS Hillel Foundation
and the Zionist Organization of
America.
Gamon has served in Cairo,
Antigua, Asuncion, Damascus,
Beirut, Tel Aviv with the State
Dept. prior to his assignment to
Washington.

Return to Reason
Spartan Dail) ’s lead story yesterday told of plans
partition
which are being made for another anti -Dow de
at SJS. The purpose of that article was to inform our
readers of the possibility of another serious incident which
on this campus.
would affect every
Yesterday, it was decided that Dow recruiting be conducted at SJS’ South Campus. This was a wise move under
the circumstances. It would have eliminated the key element which causes demonstrations to turn into violence
thousands of passers-by and spectators.
However, those who object so stre llllll sly to the presence
’eil intention to
of Dow’s recruiters on campus have ’
hold a protest demonstration in front of the Administration
Building Monday, despite Dow’s absence front the Central
Campus.
Today’s writing is a plea for a return to reason on this
campus. It is directed to those who contemplate using
force to remove campus recruiters, and to every other member of the SJS community.
The war in Vietnam has left the average citizen with
a feeling of frustrated helplessness. On this campus, the
wrath of many people who are sincere in their moral outrage to the insanity of war has been directed toward the
Dow Company.
Their energies are futile and dangerously misguided.
They say Dow has become a "symbol" of the kind of war
being fought in Vietnam. Even if Dow Chemical is never
allowed to recruit on another college campus. that company,
or another one, will probably continue to make deadly
napalm.
A college education, and the campus where it is offered,
is for the purpose of learning how to learn. It is a time and
place where students have the opportunity to gain the
ability to govern their lives with reason; rather than to
react blindly with emotion.
We live in tense times which are testing the very fiber
of this planet. Because of this, the Spartan Daily cannot
condone activity on this campus which will serve only to
compound problems which cry for rational thought and
action.
If there are demonstrations, you who are opposed to
such actions are urged to stay away from them. If you must
observe, the Spartan Daily implores you to do so from a
safe distance.
Last November, an anti -Dow demonstration became
violent because spectators pressed too close to the activity.
Group hysteria accompanied the massing of humanity.
Demonstrators, spectators and police alike overacted in an
irrational manner.
Most of the news media acted irresponsibly and word
flashed across the nation that more than 2,000 rioted in
protest to the presence of the Dow recruiters at SJS.
In reality, less than 200 demonstrated against Dow, but
an estimated 2,000 on-lookers jammed the area and violence
erupted.
Those who plan the demonstrations probably hope for
even more thousands of spectators to press in this time.
If you do, uncontrollable MUM hysteria and discharge are
likely to take place again. If this happens, those of you
who get too close will be just as much to blame if violence
breaks out as those who propose this demonstration.
Prove to yourself that SJS has matured from a staging
ground for emotionally-directed interests to a college which
has as its hallmark true academic freedom.
The Staff of Spartan Daily

Some members on council, notably Bob Platt, junior representative, said council has no business
discussing items that do not affect
the college directly. He added he
would ask council to reconsider its
approval at its meeting next week.

Good Points of Computer Reg Idea
Obscured by Details, Says Official

Feiffer Lectures
Scheduled Monday

Administrative worries over the
"little details" of the implementation of the Long Beach State computer registration program are obscuring the program’s good points,
according to William Donnelly,
chairman of the SJS Registration
Advisory Committee.
The committee met Wednesday
and officially passed a motion calling for adoption and modification
of the Long Beach State plan for
SJS use by spring, 1969.
"These small details will be
ironed out once we get rolling,"
Donnelly said.
Donnelly said he feared the program would be altered before it
could receive its final go ahead by
President Robert D. Clark. The
Registration Advisory Committee
will submit the plan to the Admissions and Retentions committee,
which will, in turn, submit it to

Jules Feiffer, socio-satirical cartoonist and writer, will visit campus Monday, not yesterday as incorrectly reported in a Spartan
Daily headline.
Two classes will hear lectures by
Feiffer, and he will speak again at
8 pm. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. At 10:30 am. Feiffer will
address journalism and advertising
majors in JC208. A sociology class
will hear the cartoonist -writer
again at 2:30 p.m. in CH161.
Both the Morris Dailey and the
sociology class lectures will be
open to all interested persons. The
Program is free of charge and is
being sponsored by the College
Union Program Board.

the Academic Council.
He warned that the plan is not
perfect and that the first semester
of operation would probably bring
some snags.
The specific plan as approved by
the committee contains the following steps.
Class schedules will be published
seven weeks before the end of the
semester. Students will pay fees,
obtain their "packets" and see
their advisors over a two-week
period. They will then turn in their
preferred program with alternatives.
All the programs will be fed into
the computer and class lists will
be made up. At this time needs
for addition or removal of classes
will be indicated to the various departments.
The final student schedules will
be made out and mailed to the

Academic Council Adopts Faculty Discipline
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-Photo by Doug Menard
Preparing for the semi-annual SJS Campus
GETTING READY
Blood Drive Thursday and Friday are Nancy Petersen (r) of the
SJS chapter of the Red Cross, and Sandy Forde, commander
of Angel Flight. Blood will be donated at the Catholic Women’s
Center, Fifth and San Fernando Streets on both days from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Sion -up and information booths will be open rent week
for prospective donors.

It’. ItILL ALSTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A policy which outlines the procedure for disciplining faculty
members has been adopted by Academic Council.
The policy pertains partly to instructors and faculty members who
participate in demonstrations. It
will apply to any faculty member
whose actions "interfere with . . .
the academic functions of a college
that, adversely affect students, the
administration, or members of the
faculty."
It sets up procedures for disc-IT-dining faculty whose activities
"interfere" with college ocgrams

and also those activities that might
"Seriously depress the morale of
a part of or the entire academic
community."
Thus, the loosely wonted document could apply to such activities
as the Vietnam teach-in which
Professors Against the War sponsored last year, or picketing, demonstrating, or other isilitical
activity.
Dr. Lester Lange, chairman of
Academic Council, says the policy
paper is the first concrete expression of faculty discipline procedures and the rights that faculty
have in discipline hearincts.
Tile new policy, written by the

Academic Senate and signed by
President Robert D. Clark, demands that informal discussions be
held to solve disputes. Any professor, instructor or administrator can
make a complaint.
If the discussions fail, the policy
sets up legal channels through
which the complaint travels. Many
of the rights enjoyed in criminal
courts are guaranteed - such as
right to counsel, right to call witnesses, and assumption of innocence.
Hearing committees will hear
complaints and make recommendations to the college president. He
makes the final decision, although

the accused faculty member may
appeal to the state college chancellor.

Friday Flicks
Three Acadcm, AW:1111 it in ners
star in "Torn Curtain," tonight’s
Friday Flick to be shown at 6:30
and 9:30 in JC141. Admission is
40 rents.
This Alfred Hitchcock thriller
stars Paul Newman, Julie Andrews, and Lila Kedmva in a story
of persons trying to extricate
themselves from difficulties in an
unfriendly European country.

students at the beginning of finals
week.
Donnelly, who attended the conference at Long Beach State several weeks ago to study the possibility of its implementation at SJS,
said he Is convinced that the system would be a definite improve,.
ment over the existing SJS system.
"There will be no more class
cards and much of the long line
waiting will be avoided." he said.

inside Out’ Named
Spartacamp Theme
States Chairman
"’inside Out’ is the theme for
Spartacamp this year," says Bob
Pierce, publicity chairman for
Spartacamp. "It does have a meaning, but each person must interpret the theme in terms of his own
discoveries," he explained.
Asiloniar will be the setting for
the weekend of March 23-24, and
tickets are on sale this week and
next in front of the Spartan Bookstore and the cafeteria. The price
is $10, which will cover the cost of
food and lodging.
Shohno Callback. Israeli folk
singer and dancer from New York,
will be one of the guests for the
weekend, and there will be fireside talks with Dr. Robert Scott,
a noted transcendentalist.
The bus will leave for Asilomar
at 8:30 Saturday morning and will
return late Sunday afternoon.
Students are requested to meet
between the men’s and women’s
lams.
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Fountain Sit-in

SAN JOSE

Alan 111111

Editor

Wy tin took

E AMON
I came around the corner and there it
stood! I spell across the grass iiil hastily
kicked off its sandals and plunged nas

Advertising Mgr.

;

Guest Editorial

aching feet into the icy water. As I sat

;

there. relaxed. delighting in the soothing
effect of the cold dear water. I knew that
any college campus nith a f
lain like

Plea to Students
iThis is a plea to you, the so-called
ionocent bystanders. to accept the
v
of maintaining the arilresponsibility
s
link atmosphere of this campus.
noinday has been designated as the
-aringlioard into a series of demon-tiations and rallies promoting unrest
arid di -sent on our campus. Threats
of!jiossible violence already are flying
anitind campus and again the emotional level of the students rises. it is
lime to ackilliwledge the real menace
that yve face and the actions that will
precipitate v iolence and loss of student control over the fate of our
campus.
This is not a defense of the demonstrators nor is it an attempt to blame
or exempt any other elements of our
rampus. We must acknowledge. however. that the real threat is not the
actions of a hundred demonstrators.
rega rifle-. of the nature of their
action-. but the possibility Of mob
s loll-nye. The presence of the demonstrators at the thninistration Building
did wit bring the police and the tear
gas last November. but the presence of
a ni< III Of %Shirt! may have numbered
.1.000 ettilitilwally charged and unpredictable bystanders did. A group of
ilemonstrators can be dealt with while
a mob is unmanageable, and represents
the real threat to the maintenance of
lavs and order.
Your obligation is to prevent
b
iidence by standing apart from the

this had to be a great school.

area of disruption and using your
brains rather [Ilan your mouth. Re
gardless of your intent. you are as
much a cause of the violence as anyone
else if you are a member of the mob.
There were no innocent bystanders at
the Dow demonstrations, except those
who had to stiffer the tear gas and
disruption of their classes while responsibly pursuing an education.
If you are curious, come and observe. but stay away from the yelling.
hooting main body of demonstrators.
Stay away front the explosive areas
where disruption is taking place. If
the administration or es en the pollee
order you to leave. don’t allow your
emit&
to cause you to yell back that
no one can force you to do what you
don’t wish. For the sake of responsibility just leave, and there will be no
violence, no tear gas, and no police
action necessary to clear the area.
If you must be a member of the
mob. then do not make a cry of in.
ence. Do not cast the blame on
the den lllll strators. police or Administration for the violence. Take a long
look in the mirror, for you share
equally the cause of that violence.
Recognize and accept your responsibility as an adult. a representative of
the highest level of education in
America. and as a student at San Jose
State College.
By PAUL MOREY
Chairman, Student Activities Board

Stall Editorial

Long Walk Across Campus
))0

you feel you could walk naked down

:Is school,

to you, just a series of class-

room lectures?
Is the cafeteria

posed of a sea of

unfamiliar and hostile faces?
if so. chances are school is a drag. SJS
i-uunls a means to an end
that degree
1Ir credential.
inir relationship with other students,
then -hire. is probably limited to a few
per,ow. s’. ho kilt you their notes and your
pirtner in lab science.

sonal campus.

the more you branch out and open
s ourself up to new ideas and experiences,

the lllll re you discover the world among
23,000 students that is personally yours?

You’ll find yourself with interlocking
social circles -- one acquaintance will lead
to another and the shortest distance besational lid -bit along the way.
How do you do this, you ask
basically

cduple of children. Thai’s the way it is
a4iIvou’re so busy you probably haven’t

t

inug a single person you knew well c
-a. hello to.

gh

eid.

shy

being

and

apathetic by nature?
Communications In -Residence

program is one way out of the rut. It will
be held in the wilds of Santa Clara County
Los Alamitos Rancho, but transportawill be offered from school.

Its purpose is to rescue the individual
from impersonalization on campus. Every.
thing from lectures and discussion groups
to

and

a

rock

band will be

incl(Ided.

Iiltut, if you find yourself in that predicament and you don’t have a full
jab or children, then a $.0 or stamp collection is small consolation on the weekPerhaps its time to re-evaluate your
raa-iin for tieing in school.
.I
is a big and at times impel.-

by. and from a diet :ince, the fountain looks

Sure it takes sonic effort. Saturday is
la lllll dry (lay and

the only time

you have

to wash the car. But, if you feel estranged
from college life (do ymi regret being in
the librars during the Dow picnic?) perhaps this Saturday could
provide a
breakthrough.

lix

very inviting. But upon clover
it becomes something to be feared!

The water is so filthy that it is impossible to see the

born

of the pool. That

pool might be 6010 feet deep for all we
know!

are all kinds

There probably

terrible

creatures

lurking

floating scum, just

of

beneath

the

waiting to rip some

unsuspecting fool’s foot to shreds.

bright spot

Is the one
being
.,11’

7%11111):

ruined

by

some

on the campus

subversive

plot?

Perhaps some paranoid San Jose citizen

/92..

can’t stand to see anything dean and nice
and has taken to garbage d
.1

ping. (After

S.J. is sometimes referred to by its
!WC-.

-rr.,.

4.

detractors as the ’armpit of the world."1

"

Or is this the work of the administraNothing

Like an Exciting Game of Solitaire ...

tion and faculty? Our leaders mas

think

that without a place to soak feet and discuss all kinds of intellectual subjects, stu-

Thrust and Parry

dents inasi try studying!
For six months ne haul wires fencing
in the green stuff on the lawn to keep us

Services

for Everyone’

For the Good of SJS
Editor:
If we provide job placement services for
some employers and for some students, then
we should provide job placement services for
all legal employets and all students. Simply
because some people think that we should
grant job placement rights to employers and
students under a form of censorship, this does
not make it true. Simply because some people
think that San Jose State needs a riot, this
does not make it true.
For the good of our school anti from the
belief that students can benefit from talking
with as many prospective employers as possible, I think SDS should not be aided by
supplying it with a crowd of spectators for
the unfavorable publicity. Do not give SDS a
mob for their confusion. Support SJS and your
beliefs Monday
th)n’t go to the Dow recruiting area unless you ittiVe business there.
Eugene Stone, A41’95

Editor:
This semester I returned to this college
after an absence of almost two years, and
right away I noticed the change in the
editorial policy of the Spartan Daily: it has
moved decidedly to the political left. At first
I wondered why more conservatives didn’t
respond to the biased article, in the columns
and Thrust and Parry secti.,o sif the Daily.
but I think the reason is
evident. The

tween Ina classrooms will be three nods,
two hellos, and at least one juicy conver-

Saturday’s

thie time to think about !lit. thousands of
sou’ve crossed campus without meet-

But, have you discovered

that

III.. if, Ma your fault if you have to
iiiirself with a 40-1
-a-week
jusk or ii \ 011 weren’t aide to complete
ctalege
siLl 101.11111 yourself with a

sityport

of ..ater shill spras over innocent pavsu.rs-

An Individual Choice

By (,IN). TRAEGLIt

S4v en iii Street and nobody would notice?

months ago. SJS still has
windy days the main stream

That was six
a fountain. On

from killing it. But no one with authority
trellis to 111111erStallal that the entire Callege is slowly becoming infected by

left-wing, pacifistic propaganda being published in the Daily has been so weak, childish,
and transparent that most conservatives (myself included) have not felt their intelligence
sufficiently challenged to warrant a reply.
It is pathetic, however, that Sc) many college students fall for the myth that the philosophies of collectivism, pacifism, and anti Americanism arc. "modern" and "intellectual,"
especially when their advocates lack so much
in the way of facts to back up these beliefs.
It’s a shame that so many students allow
themselves to be recruited by extremists who
hide behind such high sounding banners as
civil tights. These non -thinking sheep should
realize that being against Black extremism is
not equivalent to being anti -Black. It is not
necessarily compulsory to turn this country
into a socialist state in order to achieve racial
equality, although certain radicals would have
you believe it is so. It is true that not everyone
who waves the flag and quotes from the Bible
is for God and country. It also is true that not
everyone who pieaches racial equality is acting in the best interests of achieving that high
goal. And I sincerely hope my liberal fellow
students will keep that in mind.

nicest cesspool ill

the

San Jose.

There have }Well a few student attempts
to clean up the mess. Witness the soap-

It

suds episode a few days ago.

try. Ind

nice

was a

lot

it’s going to take a whole

more

tlian soap to clean that pool!
Let’s not demote our fountain to one of
the spots that tourists visit

in San

Jose

I i.e. parks where queers and drunks assemble,

pornographic

book

local taverns).
The SJS administration

and

stores

should he re-

sponsible enough to take immediate ac
to solve the problem. But if they don’t,
they should realize that SJS Snit I’ll is advoeating a clean fountain are prepared to
sit-in, stand-in. starve, or march

on

the

Administration Building if necessary.
After all. our own fountain should inspire as much student interest as chemieal
company

recruiters

on

fountain

advocates,

shall

Monuh:..

in

f

campus.

of the

we

IClean

say

next

Administration

Building?)

Nary Waltrip, A4,118

Campus Closeups
By
An ad recently appeared in the

sity

ARTAN DAILY

of

Washington

Daily

GARY BECKER

Univerread:

which

writing. English papers only. S4
for 500 words, Si for LOW. A or B guar-

"Ghost
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A former English major at the Univerhad some spare

sity had placed the ad.

time before joi i .. g the Navy. This ghost
writer began his literary career as a member

of

a

fraternity.

He

classes? Can ,you also envision an instructor
having his students address him

his

hy

first name?

back."

anteed or

Call you imagine an instructor giving his
home phone number to the students in his

writing

began

papers for sonic. of his fraternity brothers
Incause SOUR’ of them did not has e a
faculty for the English language.

It

filially

Such

an

instructor is

Paul

Hewitt,

a

physics instnictor at City College of San
Francisco. Last semester the Student Council selected him

as the Outstanding

In-

structor at CCSF. In selecting Hewitt, the
Council quoted Paul G
Playboy

article

"an outstanding instructor
1."
should blow sour

As a ghost writer. he has never written

Hewitt dismisses all formalities in his
classes. He urges his students to call him
Paul and they do. To establish rapport

a paper that received a grade lower ilaan
a B. flu one occasion, he alial write an
essay that earned a D grade for On. stu-

with his students, he gives students his
telephone numher and asks Ihem it, iall
him if they have any problems.

readied the I

t %here he began to ask

a fee for his literary efforts.

dent. After being coached by the author,
the student talked %jib the instructor and
had the grade raised to a B.

His teaching methods stress principles

rather than mere memory
figures.

of facts

and

MMWOM4NIMM.M.01F.MooN.m

FREE CHASSIS
LUBRICATION

,,

With any gas purchase and this ad you can get a free chassis
l..brication at the Grand Prix Service Station. We sell a name
brand gasoline at reduced prices by not mentioning any names.
Our gas is recommended by Imported and Domestic Auto Repair, 35 E. William Street. Come on in and give us a try, we
know you’ll be satisfied.

Regular
29.9
00

Newman-Catholic Student Center

10
e

100+ Oct. Prem.
32.9¢

GRAND PRIX
STATION

Corner of Second and William

1

CHAPLAINS:

Father D. Fosselman
Father L. Largente

Just Mention The

EUROPE ’68
SF/LONDON

cpaptan cpeciai

Jet if NF, 12 -Sept. 12

For These Taste Treats

Jet II IV 12-AUG. 13

$360

Sister Mary Antoinette

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only
Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m.
Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

79 S. Fifth St.
DgE11010000

Tel. 295-1771

in

that

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Garlic Bread

$379

$1.50

Jet

SEPT. 11 ONE WAY
$135

Dinner Steak & Rigatoni
Garlic Bread

titantty:Is Cellar
175 West St. John

$1.90

Jet Prop JUNE

19-SEPT. 9

$32)
Professor Muse
P. 0. Box 62111
San Jose 95150
294-7874

Bugged ?
loOGIP0
Have your Volkswagen or Porsche checked, serviced, or tuned up one block from campus. Drive
your VW in before classes, pick it up, ready to go
in the afternoon. Don’t be bugged! See Mike today.

MICHAEL’S MOTORS

VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE AND OVERHAUL CENTER

295-1455

17 S. 8th St.

EUROPE
with Dr. and Mrs. R. Pimentel
Assistant Professor of German

This Special Student Tour
Departs June 19, 1968-44 days
V. ’tie: Amsterdam, Aachen,
Cologne, Heidelberg, Rothenburg,
Salzburg, Vienna, I.jubjana, Trieste,
Venice, Florence, Sorrento. Capri,
Pompeii, Rome, Repent’, Nice,
Grenoble, Geneva, Paris, Versailles,
Fontainbleau, London, Stratford &
Oxford.

Please obtain tour folder and information from
Foreign Language Department
or Helen J. Callahan, 1205 Camino Pablo
San Jose, Phone: 295-4756

TroinanCanoYs".
EN (01.1) li1A)0D

IN COLD BLOOD

"ONE OF THE
YEAR’S 10 BEST!

N.Y. TIMES N.Y. POST N.Y. DAILY NEWS
CUE MAGAZINE SATURDAY REVIEW
NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW JUDITH CRIST NBC-TV
ritten for the Screen and Directed by

.Richard Brooks

Music by QUINCY JONES
A Columbia Pictures Release
In Panavision.
Positively no one under 16 admitted unless accompanied by a parent or guardian gla item I

Now Playing
I ..

Downtown

San

Jose -1/4 Moonlite.

Santa Clara

STANFORD

Talk
’Students Spoon Fed,’ At
1 -Thou’
Jonah’s
Says Student Official
is

BARBARA MeHINNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Students hese a tendency to
want to be spood fed by their
teachers. I’d like to see students
take the initiative in determining
what they want to learn and how
they want to learn," says Carol
Becht, the new executive director
of the Experimental College.
In addition to her time-consuming position as director of E.C.,
Miss Beddo is a full-time student,
majoring in English and minoring
in art.
Half of her clay is spent at the
Luther Burbank Children’s Center
and at the East Side Center, where
she teaches pre-school children
who are culturally or emotionally
dept iced.
"These children are free and
exciting," said Miss Beddo. "and I
enjoy my work there, because it
offers me a free way of teaching."
She discovered, " . . . a mean-

TODAY
International Student’s Organization, 2 p.m., front of Administration Building, IBM tour.
Muslim Students’ Association,
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer meeting.
Intercultural Steering Conurdttee, 5 p.m., HEL
Wesley Foundation, 6 to 7:30
p.m., Wesley Foundation, 441 S.
10th St. Study class in the Old
Testament,
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 6 p.m., 137 N. Fifth St. Dinner party to Sweden House. Fellowship following.
Jonah’s Wail, 8:30 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail Coffee House. Second speaker
on "Meditation: The Judeo-Cluistian Tradition."
Vietnam Commitment, 3:30 p.m.,
CHl)iO. Important meeting, all
members requested to attend.
Humanistic
Psychology,
3:30
p.m., Cafeteria (Seventh Street
side). Discussion on Tuesday
night’s talk with Bishop Pike and
decisions as to future plans.
SATURDAY
Spartan Chinese Club, 2 p.m.,
Fourth Street Bowl, Bowling Tournament. For transportation call
Kent Tong, 287-6003,
Angel Flight Rush. 10 a.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Dressy
Sport. Must be full-time student
with 2.25 GPA. Sign up booths for
rush by Spartan Bookstore today
and tomorrow.
Jonah’s Wail, 9 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail Coffee House. Art films: "The
Red Kite" and "Smiles."

Wesley Foundation. 6:30 p.m.,
St. Paul’s Methodist Church (10th
1111d San Salvador Streets). Dinner
will be served at 6:30 p.m. for 40
cents followed by two films, "The
Red Kite" and "Smile." All students welcome.
Muslim Students’ Association, 2
p.m., ED210. MD meeting. Refreshments served.
Campus Crusade for Christ, 9
pm., 510 S. Eighth St.

Fir
March 6-9. 13-16/8 p.m.
Matinee: March 9/ 2 p.m.
MEMORIAL
AUDITORIUM

CAROL BEDDO
... New Director
because, "I wanted to teach right
then, and I didn’t feel like fooling
arotind with that Fisher bill thing."
She came home from Ethiopia
feeling that she could be,more effective in school and in life, because, as she put it, "I learned an
incredible amount in two years."
Miss Beddo is busy getting the
Experimental College courses publicized and keeping everybody
happy in the organization.

General Admission: Wednesday and Thursday 2.50, 3.00, 3.50
Friday and Saturday . . 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
Saturday Matinee . . . . . . 2.00
Student (ASSU) Wed., Thurs., Sat. matinee 1.50, Fri. .5 sat. 200
Tickets available at tresidder Union Box Office
Mail Orders Accepted / Stanford, Calif. 94305

WE’VE ADDED SOMETHING NEW

Large Pitcher Beer 75‘

Magoo’s Hideaway
123 S. 4TH
SYUFY LUXURY THEATRES

(Continued from Page 1)
the demonstration and to enlist
support against Dow.
The South Campus location, according to Dr. William Dusel,
executive vice president, "will permit both interviewing and peaceful
demonstrations to occur without
necessarily interfering with the
major instructional and administrative operations of the college."
"It will also simplify the job of
insuring the security of our guests
and our students. Such an arrangement clearly satisfies the requirements of the State College system
and may in a small way relieve
some of the tensions of those who
are deeply troubled by our countiy’s involvement in an undeclared
war."
Also yesterday, ASS President
Vic Lee, at the request of the Student Council, attempted to call
two top Dow executives and ask
them to withdraw their recruiters
from the campus to avoid violence.
Both men, however, were out of
the country and could not be
reached.

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT BOX Orilat OR BY MAIL

CENTURY121110tt,’
hill 13 WIRCHISIIR MtSlItt ROLM
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Financial Aid

C18E113118
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244-1820
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ntis set0IS11111H;liti roust t 1111110 71 1 tIaluty7/ Al
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If he HAPPIEST Motion Picture of the Year

MARY TYLER
MOORE
CAROL
CHANNING
tlE JAMES FOX

JULIE ANDREWS
1710rOgIghl5;

DERN tot

TECHNICOLOR’

WEEKEND SPECIAL

We Don’t
Care How
You Come
To Angelo’s

Interested teacher candidates
may sign-up for appointments in
the Placement Center, Adm. 234
within two weeks of the appointed time.
MONDAY
THURSDAY. MARCH 14
Pacific Gas & Electric. San
:Milpitas School District. Milpitas
Francisco. Majors, EE, ME, CE (Santa
Position,
eleClara I.
majors graduating in 1969.
mentary.
Napa Valley Unified School DisFRIDAY
trict. Yountville (Napa). Positions,
Pacific Telephone Co., San Franelementary, high.
cisco. Majors, women in econ.,
math, engr., and liberal arts graduating in 1969. Must be in upper 50
per cent of class.
Pacific Telephone Co., San Francisco. Majors, EE, ME, IE, math,
physics, liberal arts, bus. B.A. or I
MA. in 1969. Upper 50 per cent of
class.

FRIDAY. MARCH 29
Electric,
Sunnyvale.
Western
Majors, EE, 1E, ME, bus., acctg.,
ind, tech.
mktg.,
ind. rel., personnel
in 1969. Upper 50 per
Veterans Club of SJS will hold graduang
class.
its first meeting this afternoon at cent of
3:30 in E132. According to spokesman Steve Bitch, the group will
adopt its constitution, elect offiMarch 15 is the deadline to apeers and draft general purposes
ply for financial aid for the 1968for the group.
be the 69 school year.
Also discussed will
Information and applications for
question of on -campus recruiting
and ROTC programs. Over 1,400 scholarships, loans, work-study or
rtertns attend SJS and all are other assistance may be obtained
incited to the meeting, according in the Financial Aids Office, Adm.
242.
to Birch.

Theatre

SAN 1051 296 Dal

SUPER PANAVISION"

Students interested in s
positions should contact Mrs
Keller in the Placement Center,
Adm. 234 for an appotntitsent.

Veterans Club

BY SEAN O’CASEY

TotlaN
liar. 8, 1968
3 1).11. _5 P.M.

Teaching
Job Interviews Interviews

MONDAY, MARCH 25
Standard Oil Co., San Francisco.
Majors, sophomores in CE and ME.
California State Personnel
Board, San Francisco. Majors, CE
majors graduating in 1969 or 1970.

SPARTAN DAILY-3

T. G. I. F.

The second speaker in Jonah’s
Wail’s Meditation series. Father
Barry Verdi, of St. Mark’s Community. Center, will speak tonight
on "I -Thou: the Judeo-Christian
Tradition in Meditation." The talk
starts at 8:30 at Jonah’s Wail, 300
S. 10th St.
Dr. Royce Jones, from the Stu in Buddhist monasteries in Thailand and Japan, will speak on
"Meditation and Eastern Thought"
the following week. Dr. Kilby is a
professor of psychology at SJS.
Dr. Royce Jones from the Student Personnel Office, will sneak
the fourth week of the series. Dr.
Arthur Rogers will finish the series
with a talk entitled "An Experience."

Group Counters
Recruiter Switch

Spartaguide

SUNDAY

It E PE RIO ICY
TH ATE IC

ingful way of living and giving,"
when she counseled at a crippled
children’s camp during the summer of her first years of college.
"I can’t explain without sounding
corny, what this experience was
like, but it did turn me on to a
new world," she exclaimed.
During the school year, Miss
Beddo worked at a rest home as
an aide for older people. "When
you work with old people, you
realize that life has got to have
an end. I just tried to make their
end as pleasurable as it could be."
She joined the Peace Corps
after three years of college work

Friday, March S. 19IN

72 E. Santa Clara
Free Parking at

38 S.

3rd Street

FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak

NE ’F’,1K STEAK

ANNOUNCING
Angel Flight Rush
Sat., March 9
10 a.m.-12 Noon
Newman Center
Rec. Room

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

RIB-EYE

ANGELO’S

/tent! 1/ti/e1 net/ei ne(/

$2.25
$1.35

.i7,,,et6e.i

STEAK
HOUSE

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

E
Now Showing 1433Tfi’W
THE ALAMEDA 2913060

EXCLUSIVE

American Premiere Pre -Release Showing
IF YOU LIKED
YOU

MUST SEE

DEAR JOHN

AND

A MAN AND A WOMAN’

"ANNA,MY DARLING

A

TIMELY LOVE STORY

SUMMER GROUP TO EUROPE
AT NEAR CHARTER PRICES
(1968)

The one in the middle will
hold on to the road for dear life.’
Your dear life.
Most cars in the world hive rear-wheel drive. But the SAAB has frontwheel drive.
Which means it doesn’t push you around. It pulls you around. SAAB pulls you
around curves And through snow And out of skids. Front.wheet drive gives SAAB
fantastic control and traction on any road. in PI
weather You ran het your Olean it I
***** Ion Aro1
law
n . I ,or Irn ’PPIPIP,PIPPP
.

/SAAB

T.W.A.

VIA

DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCOARRIVES LONDON JUNE 20
DEPARTS PARISARRIVES SAN FRANCISCO SEPT. 5
or
DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCOARRIVES LONDON JUNE 24
DEPARTS PARISARRIVES SAN FRANCISCO SEPT. 9

For information and reservations for these
flights, Eurail passes, car rentals, hotels call:

Clabge risavel
Downtown

EXECUTIVE MOTORS, INC.
, use It (AMINO

(UNA

2ta ettS 15

0oi, C

74W. San

Carlos

FROM SWEDEN
FOR A MATURE
AUDIENCE

$476.50
"me

ENTEDESSAU
B
FOLKS
A
B OB

c’7)Anna My Darling
Distributed By SHAWRUBIN ORGANIZATION Film Distributors

297-1700

Town and Country Village
Stevens Creek Blvd. 241-2100

SIMONE SIGNORET
JAMES C.4AN

;olor co hit
KATHARINE THE GRADUATE) ROSS

"GAMES"

ASP GETTER
In

SCU Concert Tonight
Ellsworth, SJS’ honor
graduate and pianist, will be the
Alice

featured soloist with the Arnici
Della Musics Orchestra tonight
in a free concert at 8:15 in Nobill Hall at Santa Clam University.
Miss Ellsworth will perform
Mozart’s "Piano Con crto K No.
966 in D minor." with the orchestra, conducted by Richard
Williams. The musical select ii

is considered to be Mozart’s
best known and most performed
piano conci5rto, Dwight Cannon,
instructor in music, said.
After graduating from SJS in
1964 with a B.A. in music and
a special secondary teaching
credential, Miss Ellsworth
studied in Rome with Carlo
Zecchi at The Academy of St.
Cecilia and Fansto Zadora at
Cen t ro lntci.,:onale Stud!
Musicali.

After receiving her M.A. in
music from SJS in 1967, she
left for the Philippines and The
Far East, where she gave a command performance for president
of the Philippines, Ferdinand
Harrlos and the first lady.
Miss Ellsworth then returned
to the United States in February
1967, after a final concert in
Tokyo, and performed a recital
at de Saisset Art Gallery at
SC1’

One good turn -on
0.44.000

feer,swre meals./

tan

Figurative Art Show
To Open Monday
Two contributions to the SJS
figurative art series, "Ten Years
of Graphic Arts" by James
Strombotne and "Recent Drawings" by Joe Zirker will go on
exhibition in the Main Gallery
starting Monday.
The Strombotne collection includes some 70 drawings, lithographs and etchings in a retrospective spanning the past ten
years. John Hunter, Gallery directive, comments "these works
are notable for their sardonic
viewpoint and biting wit. They
are strong comments on the
Twentieth Century and the condition of man."
Strombotne has just won a
Tamarind Fellowship for research in lithography. He says

’One-Acts’
Continue
In Studio

;107101
041.11.174:01617.1ia
61.1.1111=111

Available on RCA Stereo 8 Cartridge Tape

deserves another.
YOUR OWN THING
01115111K11
111611111107 MINA

Great bring -downs
for un-togethered
over thirties.

Original
r
otCast
ciRecordings
VM

/19

Lady Ni black
2234 El Camino-296.7,32T,

LNI)Eltl/l \
open 8:30-9 Mon. thru Fri.

WITH THIS COUPON
COLLEGE SPECIAL
Lady Niblack’s will give you one 20 treatments only $24.50, and no
free complementary treatment, in- contracts to signl
dueling sauna bath.

Personalized
No Contract Treatments Sauna Bath
rwanraviitirmamminimommyrn
-.0r.e.CoredroCe.

1000Ce../’

..CrroCe

Zro

to be presented by The National
Shakespeare Co. at 8:30 in Morris Dailey. Tickets, which are
free to students and faculty, and
$2 for general admission are
available in the Student Affairs
Business Office.
The troupe of 12 professional
actors and actresses will arrive
by bus this afternoon with the
necessary costumes, scenery, and
lighting equipment for tonight I,
program, which is being sponsored by the College Union
Board.
Volpone, who will be played by
Jerry Terheyden, and Mosca, to
be played by Michael Aronson,
play upon the greed of Venice’s
wealthiest residents by tricking
them into believing he will make
them each his sole heir if they
will give him their most precious
possessions.
The traveling troupe is on its
fifth touring season, and will
travel through the United States
and Canada during its 30-week
season to present a three-play
repertoire consisting of "Romeo
and Juliet," "Twelfth Night,"
and "Volpone," the first nonShakespearean play on the corn_pany’s roster.

ARE YOU YOUR
OWN
COMPUTER?

ANALYTICAL
CHEMIST, PH.D.

ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Gnocchi

BEER
By glass or
pitcher

Weekend Special (March 8-10)
$1.00 off on any Large Pizza
With this ad

Desert 1
Boots
BY CLARKS

Methodist Church. Transportation will be provided at 7 from

If iii intersiew- cannot be arranged,
we would be delighted to receise sour
re,time or inquiry to M r. Ted K rit.mer.

Tomorrow the organization is

Rules of three, percentages, multiplications, divisions, currency
conversions ... with its circular
slide-rule, the Chronomat calculates them all!
This amazing chronograph is very
much more than simply a high precision timepiece. It is a working
tool indispensable to your profession, to your technical studies,
to your hobbies. It is made by
Breitling of Geneva.

rese
ANdadn’e
Clly
State

LABORATORIES,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4111s...2..1

INC.

Now

sponsoring an all-day motor trip

made

world

BOOTS
for

famous

by

British
for

CLARKS
Desert

Action

or

Forces
Relaxing

to Mission San Juan Bautista,
including a visit

C4FR,ODINS

to a winery.

A picnic lunch may be purchased
for 50 cents.
for

either

the

SHOE

DEPT.

MON.-FRI. 9:30-9:30

be

All major brand
slide rules and
parts

r 1 the catalogue of new Breitling models
I I the address at Breitling dealers
nearest me.

SYNTEX

First

SAT. 9:30-5:30

VALLEY FAIR

WE HAVE SUPPLIES FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS

For my information, please send metres:

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

DESERT

International Students Center.

Engineers and Draftsmen!

An outstanding international research
reputat IOn in being established hy today’s young
scientists in steroid chemistry, molecular
and burn lllll e biology, and pharmaceutical
deselopment.

in exploring our research,
If you are in
quality control, liostilocioral or industrial
engineering opportunities in Palo A Ito,
California. arrange today for all interview
With our representatives. Thev will be on
I.1111 plin Friday, March 15, 1968.

$1495

for members and interested per-

dinner or excursion may
made by calling 295-1412.

Major contributions have been made to medical
science. including highly effective new
antiinflammators medicines and the synthesis
of die first oralls artist’ progestational agent
which became a basic ingredient iti oral
contraceptives. This creative ells it-oilment also
includes institutes of clinical medicine and
animal health. a new pharmaceutical
production complex. and an international
pharmaceutical marketing organization.

FOOD TO co 4,t
286-9710
...442000Z/Zeteue

(WI N. 7 P \ 1S
I I :IA, to 2 .1.10.

354 E. SANTA CLARA
CORNER OF all

sons tonight at 7 at the Calvary

Reservations

Syntex is a rapidly expanding ethical
pharmaceutical company where graduating
students Will he involved in
many areas of activity.

sOCOCCOZOtli

ICE’S

Tickets are still available for

A pot luck dinner and program will be held by the International Students Organization

CHEMISTS, B.S.

STANFORD INDUSTRIAL PARK

students,
staff,
and families

includes
sauna

of art, "I want real power, real
beauty, real mystery, all with
oripital letters."
The Zirker collection presents
figurative studies by a West
Coast artist who is also a printmaker. The man was a master
lithographer at the Tamarind
Workshop for several years.
Presently Zirker is teaching
at San Jose City College where
he instituted courses in lifedrawing.
Both exhibitions will continue
until March 22.

’Volpone’ Cast
To Present Play
In Dailey Tonight

COLLEGE
SPECIAL

’Pot Luck’ Tonight

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS, B.S.

POSTDOCTORAL
FELLOWS

V’
one
free
visit

tonight’s production of Ben Jonson’s lusty comedy, "Volpone."

"An Evening of One-Acts."
three student -directed one-act
plays will present its second of
three consecutive performances
tonight in the Studio Theater.
Curtain time is 8:15.
The program includes F. C.
Bumard’s "Cox and Box," Alan
Thompson’s "Private Ear," and
Harold Pinter’s "A Slight Ache."
Kevin Cotter, graduate student
is directing the delightfully humorous "Cox and Box," whose
score was written by Sir Arthur
Gilbert of the famous Gilbert
and Sullivan duet.
Alan Thompson, graduate student, is directing Thompson’s
touching and poignant drama,
"Private Ear," a story of a young
man’s pitiful attempt to find
human warmth and companionship.
Carol Swartout, graduate student, is directing "A Slight
Ache," a Pinter drama demonstrating the writer’s talented use
of words and ideas.
Tickets for tonight and tomorrow night’s performances are
still on sale at the Main Box
Office.

march $1,:194
1ulvj.łuvu

11SPART.A15/ DAILY

Drawing sets in a
variety of sizes
Drawing Boards
T-Squares
French Curves
and Triangles
Transfer Type
Graph Paper

Zip

3/67

See our
Rapid Design
Template Display

BREITLING
Breatinp-Waemenn
15 Wst 47th street, New York 36 N.Y.

Open Saturday

1

california book co., ltd.
134 c, san fernando
457 e. san callus

Friday, March ft, 19f41
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ISpikers Invade Farm Judokas Brace for AAU
a:.For Triangular Meet Tourney Tomorrow, 6 p.m.
Spartan thinclads travel to Si i
ford tomorrow to engage in a tii
- meet with the Indians and Occi=10
dental, beginning at 1:15 p.m.
SJS should get some tough competition from both teams in many
divisions.
Some of the events which will
be tightly contested include the 440
relay in which Frank Slaton, Bob
Griffin, Sam Davis, and Ronnie
Ray Smith will run for the Spartans; the mile run which features
SJS’ Pete Santos (4:08.21, Jim Adkins 14:09.9), and Ralph Gumez
14:11.0i and Occidental’s John McDonald ( 4 :09.7 ) .
Rickey Rogers (14.4), Larry Melquiond (14.6), and Larry Walls
(15.3) will compete in the 120-yard
high hurdles.
Lee Evans (44.9), John Bambury
(48.5), and Jeff Pea (48.5) run in
the 440.
In -the 100, it will be Sam Davis,
Smith, and Griffin who have all
run the distance in 9.4.
The 880 features Jack Malloy
(1:49.8). Paul Meyers (1:50.8) and
Dave Funderburk (1:54.0). They
will be challenged by Occidental’s
Bill Schabrani 11 :50.5

In the field events it will be
Chris Papanicolaou in the pole
vault along with Bob Stover and
Dearly Thomas.
Ellis Williams, Rogers and Davis
will compete in the long jump. Ellis’ best is 24-2%.
SJS’ Don Lindsey (6-10% will
be in stiff competition in the high
jump, facing Occidental’s Tim
Brown 16-9’.a I and Stanford’s
Peter 13oyee

The Spartan judukas swing into
the tournament -laden final five
weeks of their schedule when they
compete in the Pacific AAU Senior
Tournament tomorrow at 6 p.m. in
Spartan Gym.
Black belts competing for the
Spartans will be Masa Nako,
heavyweight; Doug Graham and
Kieth Pickard, 205; John Kimura,
Dave Long, and Luis Gonzales, 176;
Gary Martin and Bill Gouin, 154:

Intramurals

11.

A unique rivalry will be renewed
tomorrow morning when intramural All -Star basketball teams
from SJS and Stanford clash at 11
in Spartan gym.
This will be the fourth meeting
between the two teams in the last
seven years.
Picked to represent SJS are independents Rich Rogue, and Greg
Delaney of Basketball Inc.; Mel
Tom and Bruce Rabidou of Awful Awful; Gary Heath, Price’s
Preachers: Bruer Crane, Garbage-

men; and Rod Monte, Me and
Them.
Chosen from t h e fraternity
league are Dennis Deichler, Craig
Sobrero, and Brian Stack, all of
Alpha Tau Omega; Manny Gonzales of Sigma Nu; and Dave Mercer, Terry Reich, and Dave Gatos
of Theta Chi.
No records have been kept of
previous series games, but it has
been rumored that Stanford has
enjoyed an edge in both height and
victories.

VAUGHN

SWEATER
SALE

.
and Mickey Suzuki and
Kodani, both in the 139 diVisir
.
Many SJS graduates will
competing including Howard
1965 National Champion in 111.
heavyweight class; Nori
winner of 1967 national title; and
Bill Knabke and Gary 114atteoni.
Both Knubke and Matteoni have
returned from Japan where they
have been studying.

$10.95 to $14.95 . . .
tiwt aters in sleeveless, v-neck,
crewneeks, mock turtle, and
cardigans. Included are
lambswools, shetlands, and
wool blends. For a limited
time

1

Male and Female
ROOMMATES
NEEDED

NOW ’5"

I
tr..
$15.95 to $19.95 ...
Included are link stitches, hulkics, a1,1 inn.
hair blends in pullover and’
. . . NOW $7.88

EXTRA

Furn. 2 bedr., 2 bath
Apts. heated pool
$55 a month

SPECIAL

A selection of sweaters with
values to $18.95 . . . NOW $4.88

per student
BANK CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

KILLION HALL
315 E. San Fernando
MANAGER APT. 10
CALL 297-0643

$20.95 to $29.50 . . .
Turtlenecks and mock -turtle styles In Fisherman knits...abo Alpaca and Alpaca blends.
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"Want a company that
lets you follow through
on your own ideas? See
IBM March 12th or 13th?
"I was determined not to take a job where I’d be
compartmentalized. That’s one reason I chose IBM," says
George Leffler. (George, who has his B.S. in Engineering, is
a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.)

The job itself
"You start by studying a customer’s business even before
he orders equipment. Then it’s up to you to come up
with a system that solves the customer’s problems.
You stay xv ith it until it’s installed and fully operational.
You guide the customer every step of the way. So
following through on your own ideas is part of your job."

5,000 more managers
"Another thing I like about working here is the chance for
advancement. For example, IBM has over 5,000 more
managers today than they had four years ago. And they
need more every day."
We’d like to tell you more about the IBM story. Well be
interviewing on campus for careers in Marketing.
Computer Applications, Programming, Research and
Development, Manufacturing, and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office,
even if you’re headed for grariliate school or military
service. And if you can’t make a campus interview,
send an outline of your interests and educational
background to Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. C-3 k
90005. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
C_J

SCU Concert Tonight
Alive Ellsworth, SJS, honor
graduate and pianist, will be the
featured soloist with the Amici
Della Musica Orchestra tonight
in a free concert at 8:15 in Nobill Hall at Santa Clam Univers.iiy.
Miss Ellsworth will perform
Mozart’s "Piano Ccncerto K No.
466 in D minor." with the orchestra, conducted by Richard
n
Williams. The musical

her M.A. in
music from SJS in 1967, she
left for the Philippines and The
Far East, where she gave a command performance for president
of the Philippines. Ferdinand
Harlos and the first lady.
Miss Ellsworth then returned
to the United States in February
1967, after a final concert in
Tokyo, and performed a recital
at de Saisset Art Gallery at
SCU.

ered to he Mozart’s
is
best known and most performed
piano conrOrto, Dwight Cannon,
instructor in music, said.
After giadiviting front SJS in
1964 with a B.A. in music and
a special secondiny teaching
cr ed e nt i I , Miss Ellsworth
studied in Rome with Carlo
Zecchi at The Academy of St.
Cecilia and Fansto Zadora at
Cent ro !Wenn/ion:do Studi

After

receiving

One good turn -on
,r46.1 ariA
Itoro-ror

Figurative Art Show
To Open Monday
Two contributions to the SJS
figurative art series, "Ten Years
of Graphic Arts" by James
Strombotne and "Recent Drawings" by Joe Zirker will go on
exhibition in the Main Gallery
starting Monday.
The Strombotne collection includes some 70 drawings, lithographs and etchings in a retrospective spanning the past ten
years. John Hunter, Gallery directive, comments "these works
are notable for their sardonic
viewpoint and biting wit. They
are strong comments on the
Twentieth Century and the condition of man."
Strombotne has just won a
Tamarind Fellowship for research in lithography. He says

’One-Acts’
Continue
In Studio

t)*
...-.
1140111.11111111

Available on RCA Stereo 8 Cartridge Tape

deserves another.
Great bring -downs
for un-togethered
over thirties.

Original
r
otCast
ciRecordings
Vla

"An Evening of One-Acts,"
three student -directed one-act
plays will present its second of
three consecutive performances
tonight in the Studio Theater.
Curtain time is 8:15.
The program includes F. C.
Burnard’s "Cox and Box," Alan
Thompson’s "Private Ear," and
Harold Pinter’s "A Slight Ache."
Kevin Cotter, graduate student
is directing the delightfully humorous "Cox and Box," whose
score was written by Sir Arthur
Gilbert of the famous Gilbert
and Sullivan duet.
Alan Thompson, graduate student, is directing Thompson’s
touching and poignant drama,
"Private Ear," a story of a young
man’s pitiful attempt to find
human warmth and companionship.
Carol Swartout graduate student, is directing "A Slight
Ache," a Pinter drama demonstrating the writer’s talented use
of words and ideas.
Tickets for tonight and tomorrow night’s performances are
still on sale at the Main Box
Office.

A pot luck dinner and program will be held by the International Students Organization

CHEMISTS, B.S.

ARE YOU YOUR
OWN
COMPUTER?

ANALYTICAL
CHEMIST, PH.D.

Syntex is a

rapidly

expanding ethical

IN.

44 iV.4 ,4

one
free
visit

COLLEGE
SPECIAL
students,
staff,
and families

includes
sauna

s --

Lady Ni black
223.1 11-:l Camino

246.;:i2T.

WITH THIS COUPON
Lady Niblack’s will give you

free complementary treatment,
cluding sauna bath.

one
in-

open

:311..9 Mon. Ilou Fri.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
20 treatments only $24,50, and no
..onliacts iv sign!

Personalized
No Contract Treatments Sauna Bath
rnWaritralniMMITIrtririPiiiMillt\

’Volpone’ Cast
To Present Play
In Dailey Tonight
Tickets are still available for
tonight’s production of Ben Jon son’s lusty comedy, "Volpone,"
to be presented by The National
Shakespeare Co. at 8:30 in Morris Dailey. Tickets, which are
free to students and faculty, and
$2 for general admission are
available in the Student Affairs
Business Office.
The troupe of 12 professional
actors and actresses will arrive
by bus this afternoon with the
necessary costumes, scenery, and
lighting equipment for tonight
program, which is being sponsored by the College Union
Board.
Volpone, who will be played by
Jerry Terheyden, and Mosca, to
be played by Michael Aronson,
play upon the greed of Venice’s
wealthiest residents by tricking
them into believing he will make
them each his sole heir if they
will give him their most precious
possessions.
The traveling troupe is on its
fifth touring season, and will
travel through the United States
and Canada during its 30-week
season to present a three-play
repertoire consisting of "Romeo
and Juliet," "Twelfth Night,"
and "Volpone," the first nonShakespearean play on the corn...pany’s roster.

1 Z1
BEER
By glass or
pitcher

ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Gnocchi

Weekend Special (March 8-10)
$1.00 off on any Large Pizza
With this ad
ol’EN 7 1151S
11 a.m. I.. 2 a.m.

E. F. \NTS I:1.11i
CORNEli 01 }all
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many areas of activity.

Desert
Boots
BY

CLARKS

international research
reputation is being established by today’s young
scientists in steroid chemistry. molecular
and hormone biology, and pharmaceutical
develoi

Major contributions have been made to medical
science. 1111’11111111g highly effective new

and an international
marketing organization.

If you are interested in exploring our research,
qualit5 control. postdoctoral or industrial
engineering opportunities in Palo Alto,
arrange today for an interview
INlu our representatives. They will be on
ea nip Its Friday, March 15, 1968.
If an inter% iew ea iiiii t be arranged,
we would he deligliteil to receive your
resume or inquiry to !q r. Ted Kromer.

Rules of three, percentages, multiplications, divisions, currency
conversions ... with its circular
slide -rule, the Chronomat calculates them all!
This amazing chronograph is very
much more than simply a high precision timepiece. It is a working
tool indispensable to your profession, to your technical studies,
to your hobbies. It is made by
Breitling of Geneva.
For my information, please send me, tree:
ii

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

catalogue of new Braining models
the sdorssy of Breltling dealers
nearest me.

Name
Statethe
Addren
City

LABORATORIES,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Li

BR EITLI NG
INC.

R,c)Dirrs
SHOE DEPT.

MON.-FRI, 9:30-9:30

Drawing sets in a
variety of sizes
Drawing Boards
T-Squares
French Curves
and Triangles
Transfer Type
Graph Paper

ZIP
3/67

SYNTEX

G

and

pharmaceutical

production I.omplex.
pharmaceutical

DESERT BOOTS by CLARKS
First made for British Desert Forces
Now world famous for Action or Relaxing

tll major brand
slide rules and
parts

medicines and the synthesis
of the irst irally active progestational agent
which became a basic ingredient iii oral
conlracept i to. This creative cut ironment also
ant iinflammatory

clinical medicine

$1495

SAT. 9:30-5:30

VALLEY FAIR

WE HAVE SUPPLIES FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS

An outstanding

includes institutes of
animal health. a new

for members and interested persons tonight at 7 at the Calvary
Methodist Church. Transportation will be provided at 7 from
International Students Center.
Tomorrow the organization is
sponsoring an all-day motor trip
to Mission San Juan Bautista,
including a visit to a winery.
A picnic lunch may be purchased
for 50 cents.
Reservations for either the
dinner or excursion may be
made by calling 295-1412.

FOOD TO GO
286.9710

Engineers and Draftsmen!

pharmaceutical company vyhere graduating
students will be involved in

STANFORD INDUSTRIAL PARK

of art, "I want real power, real
beauty, real mystery, all with
cupital letters."
The Zirker collection presents
figurative studies by a West
Coast artist who is also a printmaker. The man was a master
lithographer at the Tamarind
Workshop for several years.
Presently Zirker is teaching
at San Jose City College where
he instituted courses in lifedrawing.
Both exhibitions will continue
until March 22.
-

March R, 191’4

’Pot Luck’ Tonight

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS, B.S.

POSTDOCTORAL
FELLOWS

1SP %HT SN DAILY

Brentfing.Wakmann

16 West 47th street. Slaw York 36 N.Y.

See our
Rapid Design
Template Display
Open Saturday

II1

california book co., N.
134 c. san fernando
e. san earlos
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,Spikers Invade Farm Judokas Brace for AAU
For Triangular Meet Tourney Tomorrow, 6 p.m.
The Spartan judokas swing into and Mickey Suzuki

Spartan thinclads travel to StanIn the field events it will be
ford tomorrinv to engage in a tri- i Chris Papanicolaou in the pole
Bob Slover and
meet with the Indians and Occi- vault along with
Dearly Thomas.
dental, beginning at 1:15 p.m.
Ellis Williams, Rogers and Davis
SJS should get some tough com- will compete in the long jump. FJpetition from both teams in many lis’ best is 24-24s.
SJS’ Don Lindsey (6-10% ) will
divisions.
in the high
Some of the events which will be in stiff competition
jump, facing Occidental’s Tim
be tightly contested include the 440
Brown (6-91i I
and Stanford’s
relay in which Frank Slaton, Bob
Peter Boyce (7-0).
Griffin, Sam Davis. and Ronnie
Ray Smith will run for the Spartans; the mile run which features
SJS’ Pete Santos (4:08.2), Jim Ad- ’
kins (4:09.9). and Ralph Games
ra
(4:11.01 and Occidental’s John McDonald 4:09.7).
A unique rivalry will be renewed
Rickey Rogers (14.4), Larry Melquiond (14.6), and Larry Walls tomorrow morning when intra(15.3) will compete in the 120-yard mural All -Star basketball teams
high hurdles.
from SJS and Stanford clash at 11
Lee Evans (44.9), John Bambury in Spartan gym.
(48.5), and Jeff Pan (48.5) run in
This will be the fourth meeting
the 440.
In the 100, it will be Sam Davis, between the two teams in the last
Smith, and Griffin who have all seven years.
Picked to represent SJS are inrun the distance in 9.4.
The 880 features Jack Malloy dependents Rich Regue, and Greg
(1:49.8), Paul Meyers 11:50.8) and Delaney of Basketball Inc.; Mel
Dave Funderburk (1:54.0). They Tom and Bruce Rabidou of AwfulGary Heath,
Price’s
will be challenged by Occidental’s Awful;
Preachers; Bruce Crane, GarbageBill Schabra ni i 1:50.5

the

tournament -laden

final

VAUGHN

SWEATER
SALE

and Su-

five Kodani, both in the 139 divisiirii
Many SJS graduates will al,. iii

weeks of their schedule when they

compete in the Pacific AAU Senior
Tournament tomorrow at 6 p.m. in
Spartan Gym.
Black belts competing for the
Spartans will be Masa Naito,
heavyweight; Doug Graham and
Kieth Pickard, 205: John Kimura,
Dave Long. and Luis Gonzales, 176;
Gary Martin and Bill Gouln, 154,

competing including Howard Fish,
National Champion in thi

1965

$10.95 to $14.95 . . .
Sweaters in sleeveless, v-neck,
crewnecks, mock turtle, and
cardigans. Included are
lambs wools, slietlands, and
wool blends. For a limited

heavyweight class; Nori
winner of 1967 national title; and
Bill Knabke and Gary Mattoon!.
Both Knubke and Mattemi have
returned from Jap;Ln where they
have been studyinc

time

Intramurals
men;

and

Rod

Monte,

from

t he

Me

and

Them
Chosen

fraternity

league are Dennis Deichler, Craig
Sobrero, and Brian Stack, all of
Alpha Tau Omega; Manny Gonzales of Sigma Nu; and Dave Mercer, Terry Reich, and Dave Gains
of Theta Chi.
No records have been kept of
previous series games, but it has
been rumored that Stanford has
enjoyed an edge in both height and
victories.

Male and Female
ROOMMATES
NEEDED

NOW *5"
$20.95 to $29.50 . . .

$15.95 to $19.95 ...
Included are link stitches, hullcies, and rno.
bait blends in pullover and. cardigan
. . NOW $7.88

Furn. 2 bedr., 2 bath
Apts. heated pool
$55 a month
per student
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EXTRA

Turtlenecks and mock -turtle styles in Fisherman knits. ..also Alpaca and Alpaca blends.
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KILLION HALL
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$4.88
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NOW $9.88
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selection of sweaters with
. . NOW
values to $18.95
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"Want a company that
lets you follow through
on your own ideas? See
IBM March 12th or 13th?
"I was determined not to take a job where I’d be
compartmentalized. That’s one reason I chose IBM," says
George Leffler. (George, who has his B.S. in Engineering, is
a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.)
The Job itself
"You start by studying a customer’s business even before
he orders equipment. Then it’s up to you to come up
with a system that solves the customer’s problems.
You stay with it until it’s installed and fully operational.
You guide the customer every step of the way. So
following through on your own ideas is part of your job."
5,000 more managers
"Another thing I like about working here is the chance for
advancement. For example, IBM has over 5,000 more
managers today than they had four years ago. And they
need more every day."
We’d like to tell you more about the IBM story. We’ll be
interviewing on campus for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research and
Development, Manufacturing, and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office,
even if you’re headed for graduate school or military
service. And if you can’t make a campus interview,
send an outline of your interests and educational
background to Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. L-3
90005. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.

Friday. March 8, 1968
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Netters Rebound To Blank Dons’;
Vie in Los Altos Exhibition Today’

LISTON TO...

GoL000

R kw)

r4A>

WEEKEND SPORTS
BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

FRIDAY’. MARCH 8
STANFORD
2:15 P.M.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8
SJS vs. ST. MARY’S
7:45 P.M.

DOE BLEHEADER
SATURDAY, MARCH 9

111 R11\1. ARCH 9
.‘"JS Ns. NEN kDA
11:13 k.M.

SJS vs. UOP
7:45 P.M.

Car !renter before closim, Out Ii i hufs Bun
,aut Niet’Vais 6-1, 6-0.
second set iii
The lierktl:An-Recd cumin na t ion
.
I1oy Orla 1..
ill:Amer defeated Carpenter and Williams
I-, a 6-0, 6-0 6-4, 6-1, and Lowell and De Gucht
y
ii
an
.11 Parrett. completed the shutout with an
ly 13et,:t,
wch a easy 6-2, 6-0 win over Rychel and
. 6-1 %yin o
Lau.
: ttiI. I Ids
WW1

OVER 21?
NEED $5

clad.
dual -match
.,on this sed.un.
1,c riuchi, filling in 1.
thi
Shcphard.
impressi..
with a
G-1, 6-0 %lel,
over Ton\ I
In doubles competition II.,
tans were equally effective In ilii
feature match Zweig and Orlando
had little trouble whipping the
I ttt cc

Mermen Close Season
Against UOP Tigers

^

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 ow. -3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

BOOK SALE!

iq

h

20.000 New Books
From Our \\ arelion-e
SO% To 900/. Off!
More Out Every Day

-h 11-16, m’Books

,
Spartan mermen will close their /at
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
wo
Creek It Winclu,tvr
regular season today when they whii!, meet the University of Pacific at strilighi II I’rIr’tl t l’tt
tat
rile
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
3 in the Tiger’s pool.
line.
Coach Tom O’Neill’s swimmers ---need a win to finish above the
300 with the current mark at
4-4 after last week’s loss to University of California at Santa
).!.,
Iri"\2.A.IVIS
IIA.E) SI-10P
Barbara.
_
SJS battled the Gauchos down
to the final relay last week before
ill
dropping their fourth meet of the
year to the College Division
011
champs of 1967.
:
Friday’s affair will provide the ,
Spartans with a final tuneup before the NCAA College Pdonid-

k
s

k

CrIzZ,t213,II\T

Exciting Baseball and Basketball Coverage
Live ith Ilal RameN and Pete Torrey

NO

Following a disappointing loss
to the Stanford Indians Tuesday.
the SJS tennis team bounced hack
Wednesday to clobber Univei.; I
of San Francisco 9-0.
The victory was doubly imp..
sive in the fact that no SJS pld\
lost a single set against the Dori
opposition. The Spartan’s dual match records is now 3-1.
The netters travel to Los Altos
Country Club this afternoon for an
exhibition match.
In the feature match of the day
against the Dons SJS’s John Zwcig
had little trouble polishing off
USF’s top player, Rich Williams.
Zweig won 6-4, 6-1.
The Spartan’s No. 2 man, Ken
Lowell, had a more difficult time.
being momentarily passed liy John

AT MUSIC BOX

can
vikki
IS HERE

I
ON LIBERTY RECORDS
INCLUDING HER
NEWEST LP
" V il(Kiff
Vikki sings her heart out, with: The Lesson,
For Once In My Life, The Real Me, Go(Vois),
Never My Love, No Sun Today. By The Time
I Get To Phoenix, Watch What Happens, Lazy
Day. and more.

NOW ON SALE

Frosh Linksters
Still Undefeated;
Play Hart nell TodL

As..

Spartababe golfers will try for
their third win of the year today
at 1 when they tee off against
Hartnell College at Corral de
Thus far this year the freshmen
linksters have defeated Foothill
college and West Valley Collet,
"These freshmen players lid great abilities for golfers their
age," said coach Jerry Vroom.
"One or two of them michi \
move up to the varsity bet.;1..
season’s over."
A new NCAA ruling has 11 i tk, t.t1
freshmen to participate in ice
varsity sport except football
basketball.
In their last outing against W.-1
Valley the Spartababes were Ili,’ I
by Mark Good, Steve Bohn. Ki ily
Moser, Steve Hinges, and Jim ,
1
Schiavena.

4 s.

\AN

’Oft

LI

HERR

mou@

HERRINGBONE SERVED AS A FASHION PLATE CF
PUREST WOOL AND PREPARED IN OUR RAMS
HEAD KITCHEN ACCORDING TO A TESTED RECIPE OF TRADITIONAL GOOD TASTE. A FRESH
SPORTCOAT STEEPED IN OLIVE, WHISKEY OR
BLACK. A REAL CATCH AT

$ 5 51N11185

ounceti

VALLEY FAIR CENTER and SAN ANTONIO CENTER

a product of Ube,

ONLY

PER RECORD

LIBERTY
RECORDS

Pill 473

...PLUS THESE OTHER GREAT VIKKI CARR ALBUMS:
44,70112
o alIforitcrtr;r4

"IT MUST BE HIM," includes: Can’t Take My
Eyes Off You, One More Mountain. "INTIMATE
EXCITEMENT," includes: Laia Ladaia, Gain’
Out Of My Head, Call Me.
"THE WAY OF
TODAY," includes: Nowhere Man, My World Is
Empty Without You. "ANAT0741 OF LOVE,"
includes: Put On A flappv F
Then There

Eyes.
"DISCOVERY, VOL. 11," includes:
Cuando Caliente El Sol, In Love For The Very
First Time. "DISCOVERY!," includes: Surrey
With The Fringe On Top, I Cry Alone. "COLOR
HER GREAT," includes: Bye Bye Blackbird,
Look Again.

ALL AT YOUR MUSIC BOX NOW, FOR ONLY 2.97

NFU S

BANNAMERICARD

B0X

[master chugs

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
(Corner of San Fernando)

Open Evenings Until 9 p.m.

4’,

Read and Use

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS
For Convenience and Profit
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Cagers End Season ’gatters Challenge Tribe;
Seek First Victory of Season Bell System
Against Gaels, UOP
Friday,

iEET DATES FREE
day %real Contact. in order in
build Mr tarot...! and mom cool.
Oct,. daring acts lee III Ilit BO
Arra. iv non accepting apploalit.
III lio rharge. For lororliserr iiiiii
tillestionlioire. on rile:
Hay Area Contact

0.

l’.0. Box 695

In

Hayward, Calif. 94543

The SJS nine will be looking guess as the clutch hitters for the
both for revenge and its first win Palo Alto nine.
Mike Popovec will hurl for the
of the campaign wh it meets the
streaking Stanford Indians today Spartans today who meet the Nevada Wollpack tomorrow for a
in a 3 p.m. contest at Municipal
noon doubleheader at Municipal
Stadium.
Stadium.
The Spartans lost to the Indians
7-4 on the Sunken Diamond the

Spartan cun;crs .tit,mpt to finish
the season on a winning note tonight and tomorrow night when
they travel to the home courts of
St. Mary’s and University of

points tiw Ins( time they played
the Spartans.
, The Tigers big guns include Tom
Jones and Fred Carpenter.
SJS is paced by forward Coby
Dietrick and guard Tim Holman,
SJS has a 7-5 West Coast Ath- both of who were selected to the
last time the teams met, as the
letic Conference mark and 12-11 All -Valley first team.
Indians wiped out an early 2-0
overall, already better than last
Dick Groves, who has been
year’s 9-15.
sparking the Spartans at forward Spartan lead with a five-run outBoth games at Moraga and in recent games, leads the team in burst in the fourth inning.
Stockton begin at 8 p.m.
scoring average at 14.0 with 9.7
Since that time, the indium; have
In their first meeting with the rebounds per contest.
streaked to a 9-1 slate, although
Gaels, the Spartans turned the
SJS’ trash challenges St. Mary’s their lest two games have been
trick, 76-70.
freshmen tonight and the Tiger close, low-scoring affairs.
Against the Tigers the first time, yearlings tomorrow before the varIn recent weeks, Bob Boone has
SJS pulle done o fthe larger upsets sity contests.
joined All-American Mark Mar-

hi
in

Exquisite Styling.
Permanent Value...
from

Spartans on Air
IKSJS will be broadcasting five
gonws in two days. This afternoon at 2:45 the Stanford-SJS
baseball game will be broadcast
frooll Municipal Stadi
followed by the SJS-St. Mary’s basketball game from Moraga at
7:45.
To ))))) rrow the station will
carry the Nevada-SJS doubleheader from Municiple Stadium
at 11:45 and the FOP Basketball
game at 7:45 fr
Stockton.
Steve DIM and Hal Ramey will
broadcast the baseball gaines,
with Ramey joining Pete Torrey
for the basketball coverage.

k I 11:114 ;Li
1
’,E mit:Ern:. from

$2511
$189
tvtling hand. $45
Matchingell
1NCAR N %T HON. f
$225
CAMIXCE. from $111

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
56 S. First
Tel. 295-0527

GOODAEAR

Brand new
1968 model!
PRICED!
LOW

4 PIN
MO% COO

MARATHON
Another NEW Goodyear lone distance runner

Best tire in its price
range for quality
and performance
LiveliCli011" tread gives

sure-

tooted traction
tongwearins Tutoyn rubber body
and tread

Yours today al only...

44

$1

1.50013 tubule.
blackwall plus $lat
Fed, Ea. Ti, and
a traa-in-tina

"nub -tempered nylon cord construction
for strength and durability

$19.44

Pt.,?.. I. tu
NI el/ tire
1234
6236
1206
$214

$21.44

S7111

I
3047
69)4 31.14

tts44

7 IS IS

$13.44
MO
$15.44

in urban ghettos, migrant

labor camps, rural poserty
art-as, Indian reservae 5,,
Mental Health projs, Job
4:orps Camps.
Cafeteria
Mardi 6. 7. 8
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

First Baptist Church
2nd & San

Dr. Clarence R. SONIC
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

Antonio

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
7 p.m. Evening Service
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m. Evening Forum
Monti

at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd &

San

Anton.,

Ste1
1706
12 19
St 71

11751i
$1750

C.90111,

ma name st siatiorlara
Ur NS ars e Ha.
S:
ur som Ira u.

BUY NOW

on our Easy Pay Plan!

Bige Deane
3rd & SAN CARLOS

SPARTAN DAILF.-4

interviewing
on campus
March
20 & 21

we us at:

!LTA serves
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

SJS pulled one of the larger upsets
of the season, dumping a team that
had an 11-1 record, 80-72.
That game, however, was played
at Civic Auditorium and the rematch will be on UOP.s home court
where they are always tough.
Playing in their finals games as
Spartans will be guard Robin
Durand, center Jim Meyer. and
forward Don McConnell.
The Gaels’ top player is Jerry
West who led the way with 15

t Carved

Contour ehoulder to give positive
control and stability

complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

For the

10)0 tVin AwsweR
YOU CAN . . .

March 8, 1968

"Want a company
where you can really
put your education
to work? See IBM
March 12th or 13th?
"Some of the engineers who graduated before me
complained that their education didn’t mean much
in their jobs. That’s not what I wanted," says IBM’s
Jim Carr. (Jim is a Manager of Mechanical Process
Engineering.)
"At IBM I knew I’d be using what I learned. There’s so
much diversity here that you can usually work in the specific
area you choose. In my own case, I majored in Mechanical
Engineering and minored in Metallurgy. Today my ME degree
means more than ever. And I often use my metallurgical
background. For example, I’m now working on a process
development program that requires a knowledge of machine
design, metallurgy, heat transfer, and chemistry, all of which
I studied in school.
"Another good thing about IBM’s diversity is that it,
creates an interdisciplinary environment. You get a chance
to work with and learn from people in many different fields.
Since our industry is growing so fast, the people you talk to
are likely to be working at state-of-the-art levels or beyond."
There’s a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has mentioned.
We’d like to tell you about it when we’re on campus. We’ll be
interviewing for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications,
Programming, Research and Development, Manufacturing,
and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office, even
if you’re headed for graduate school or military service.
And if you can’t make a campus interview, send an outline
of your interests and educational background to Mr. E. C.
Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We’re an
equal opportunity employer.

REPRESENTING:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
AT&T. LONG LINES AND
OPERATING COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES
Equal Opportunity Employers

P,-SPARTAN
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larch 8 1968

Congressional Peace Candidate
Favors Political, Social Reality
"Someone has to provide some Dr. Primack said, "I think it’s a the use of atomic weapons in Vietcriticism of federal
of choice. Political cam- damn shame they’re coming back nam and his
Ind causing an unnecessary situa- fund use to provide legal advice
divorced
can
no
longer
be
paigns
tion on campus. I find Dow per- for the poor are two Gubser polifrom political and social realities." sonally repugnant."
cies with which he disagrees, Dr.
This is the feeling of Dr. Martin
"I happen to disagree with most Primack pointed out.
Primack, assistant profssor of eco- of what Gubser says, Dr. Primack
Gubser was in Washington and
nomics at SJS, concerning his race indicated, Gubser’s endoisemcnt of unavailable for comment.
for Congress as a Peace and Freedom Movement candidate, provided the Movement raises the
FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
$300 filing fee.
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Dr. Primack will seek election
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
to the 10th Congressional District
374 South 3rd Street
seat currently held by Republiein
Charles Gubser. Repsesentatti
Sunday Services: 8:15. 9:30 and
Gubser is expected to run again
I I a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus
In a recent interview with !hi
Spartan Daily, Dr. Primack said,
College Discussion Group
"The tendency of the Democratic
Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
Every
and Republican parties is to campaign on nonsense." He mentioned
R. Nicholus, Vicar
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
one particular incident in Pennsylvania where each candidate, on
successive days, came out against
rape. This, according to Dr. Primlick, Is a lidiculous issue for a political platform in this day and
age.
kind

TRY TO INTERPRET
Regarding party platforms, Dr.
Primack said, -I will try to interpret and bring to the public
the platform and philosophy of the
Santa Clara County Chapter of
the Peace and Freedom Movement."
"The two most important problems we have in the United States
today is the war in Vietnam and
the problem of the Black ghetto
and rime ty in general." Dr. Primack said. These, he indicated, are
major areas of concern for tin.
Peace and Freedom Movement.
Regarding foreign polii.y.
Primaek said, "The basic position
of the Peace and Freedom Moviiment has been and still is to call
for immediate withdrawal in Vietnam." He indicated that he feels
we have no right to he in Vietnam
in the first. place, "I don’t see why
the administration won’t stop the
bombing. Both North Vietnam and
and United Nations Secretary-General U Thant have said that if
we stop the bombing. they’ll
North Vietnamese) start the
"
ALLEVIATE PROBLEM
Poverty and the ghetto are other
problem areas, according to Dr
Primack. "My great fear is that if
we don’t begin to do something ti)
alleviate the basic problem ,,f iii rest in the ghetto, we ate J re.)
to have civil war. I don’t think a
civil war is a desirable thing," he
said.
Concerning the campus recruiting of Dow Chemical Company.

Collegiate Sunday
Worship Services

s r.tirii1TRI.c

Chapel of
Reconciliation
* 300 S. 10th St.
9:30 a.m. Lutheran
11:30 a.m. Ecumenical Protestant
Service (Presbyterian, Methodist,
Disciples of Christ, Congregational)

of the Christian Ecumenical Council
of San Jose State

JADE EAST*

March 10
MORNING SEMINAR, 9:45 a.m.
Missionary, Pilot, Evangelist
Rev. Dots White
EVENING FORUM, 5:45 p.m.
Interact with John Newman, just returned from ’Vietnam
learn the situation as it really is!
after mats sears there
AFTER CHURCH, 9:00 ant.
Sing at the Pyle’s. 121 Crest Dr.
- --10,apl,k ilows. i 0 .01mo \. ,m.1.1q.,T!01,?0Thm.,k /19..10, ANIA,Atf,A. A.

CLIP & SAVE

COUPON

il CLIP & SAVE

Golden Touch Beauty Salon
$80
0
$28:8
* Custom Frostings

-t.
,j,.
C

,

*
*
*
*

Style Haircuts
Hair Straightening
Mini -Perm (For Body)
Shampoo and Set

7’

.,-..,..,v-

$7.00 . "
$7.77 *
4
$2.00

Offer Good Mon., Tues. & Wed. Through March
AFTER SHAVE from $250
COLOGNE front $300
SWANK lac -Sole Distributor
As an alternate fragrance, try Jade East CORAL, Jade East GOLDEN LIME

295-5535
- 29 E. Santa Clara
’....
-..
CLIP & SAVE fdl
COUPON
tr.. CLIP & SAVE
’ InciiikaWaiiiitiiia\iinic-ii. - e. \07, "ii?,, "ili4WiiiviwiW6y,siniiirio7,1 .71\ K

Spartan Daily Classifieds
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $359. June IS.
Sept. 7. Jet nonstop S.F.-Amsterdam
-ound trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
leader. 356-8121.
TEACHER OF CLASSICAL guitar. Call
298.5255 anytime. Ask for Behroozi.
STUDENT-FLY-TAHOE-SPECIAL R e g.
$12.50, pay $7 each way. From SJ any.
day. Call 292-9837. Lv. name & phone.
PEACE-LOVE & A CLEAN CAR. Astor’s
Coin -op Autowash. 732 S. lit St. & 804
Lincoln Ave.
GIRLS! WE NEED go-go dancers &
waitresses for newly opened psychedelic
bar near ,arapus. No exp. nec. Must be
P b at the Sorority House.
over 21
286.5622.
460
’,pm $329 round trip.
EUROPE ’68
Write or call for op.
J.-schedule. Prof. Mega.
SI, Jose 95150 or 294W

’5

NEW PSYCHEDELIC BAR lust opened.
Everybody
.-.
Bring your
460 William.
AUTO INSURANCE
. AS $86 per
.dents. Also.
-

ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar, case. &
amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
base, 7 switch. $150. 251-6686.
GIBSON SJN STEEL string guitar. Beau.
4 mos. old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
for $175. Barry 295-8215,
10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good cond.
$30. Call 293-8126.
STEREO. SCOTT LK-48 Amp, Benjamin
Miracord 10H changer, AR -4X speakers,
Koss PRO -4 stereo-phones. $250, call
John at 287-1869 after 7 p.m.
HERMES 3000 used typewriter. Very
good cond. $85. Call Paula 286-7689.
KALAMAZOO BASS GUITAR, exl.
cond. $100. Hagstrorn bass guitar, super
fast, 2 mo. old, $250. Electronic freak out! Moog Therernin - $150/offer. Bell
helmet. so. 61/4 $20. Kodak Retina II1C,
35mm camera, $35. Call Larry or Allan.
297.3496.
WEDDING DRESS. Cost over $200. Sell
for $75. #32" bust. Peau deSoi material.
Ph. 377-2089.
SKIS . . . HEAD COMPETITION 205
cm. Nevada toe & Marker heel. $95,
286-3767.
GREAT BOOKS OF THE Western
World
book case. Syntopicon, Great
Ideas program. Fxl. cond. $190, cell
286-2977 after 5 p.m.
PARACHUTE. SLEEVE 8 pack. Almost
new, red canopy. Hussler modification,
$50. 353-1763 after 6 p.m.

r- ..1 244-9600.

5:30 p.m. Episcopal (Eucharist)
Sponsored by Protestant Nlinistries

-get it yourself!

Sunday,

This Sunday!

en ’.

if she doesn’t give it to you...

AUTOMOTIVE 121
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONV. Clean, excel.
mechanical shape. Must sell. 293.9972.
Ask for Rick Fret.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Delux. ’60. New
trans.. clutch, tires, excel. cond. 43,000
mi. $1195 295-8194.
’59 CHEVY s/w Auto., new tires, re moveable luggage rack, perfect cond.
$250. 377.9527 after 6 p.m.
’64 TRIUMPH TR-4. Inc. cond. Very
quick. $1650. Pirellis. Roll bar, sway bar.
287-0491. After 7 p.m.
’62 VW - $700. Good paint and tires,
runs well. 294-6019 ask for Eliot Raleigh.
’65 MUSTANG, 6 cyl., 3 spd. $1250.
287-6073.
’64 TR 4 EXCEL. Cond. 135 h.p. 15.9
nt. Am -Fm Rod,, 2 tops, tonneau, 6000
mi. on new engine. Dunlop fires. 2523958. 5-6 per.
’66 YAMAHA 250 Scrambler. 4000 mi.
Beau. cond. Must sell. $450, 294.2927,
ask for Steve Lambeth.
’65 GTO 4.spd., posi., mags., traction
bars, cheater slicks. Reverb. Complete
instruments. etc. $2200 967-1984.
’58 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Rebuilt eng.
& trans. New paint. $1500/trade. Very
clean. Call 298-7455.
’62 RAMBLER CLASSIC 6, auto., 4 dr.
544$ 225.5865.
’66 HARLEY Mee Sprint. Good cond.
$450/offer. Must sell. 353.1204.
’68 HONDA 305 Scram. 1600 mi. Ext.
cond. $650. 244-8631.
’66 OLDS. Dyn, 88. White/black int.
Cony. New tires & brakes. Pow steer.
& brakes. $1995 244-8631.
’SS VW Sunroof. $395. Ph. 287-0652.
58 N. 9th St. #5.
’67 CORVETTE. $2600. Call Bill at 9642527 after 5 p.m.
’67 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite. Ed. cond.
Call 295-6263.
’$5 FORD CONY. Pow, steer., elec.
rop, auto. trans. good radio & tires.
$140 or best offer. Joe. 286-9825
’60 HILLMAN HUSKY sta. wagon. 4 dr.
-toed cond. $350. call 292.4530.

WANTED 14)
APARTMENT MANAGER. Married student only. Apply 123 E. William 94. No
phone calls please.
GIRL TO COOK DINNER M-Th. for 2
grad. stud. Must be attractive with fantastic disposition & cheerleader smile.
Free meals, but no pay. Ph. 297-4942,
MEN OR WOMEN to sell plastic Jewelry and Baby pants. Ed. commission. 2720133 after 5 p.m.
GIRLS-GIRLS. Telephone sales, pa rt
time, after school. Just a pleasant voice.
Hrly. wage + bonus. S. C. Chamber
of Commerce Promotion. Apply Consumer Sampled Adv., 586 N. IM Rm,
226. 292-2422.

HOUSING 15)

LOST AND FOUND 16/

MALE AND FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed: Furn. 2 bdr. 2 bath apts.,
heated pool. $55/mo. per student. Killion Hall, 315 E. San Fernando, Apt. 10,
297-0643.

LOST: GERMAN SHEPHERD puppy. Silver.grey. Lost on camp. Sat. nit. 3/2.
Answers to the name of Phoebes. Reward. Contact M. Peterson, 41 S. 8th
#2. Affection has grown. Please return
if found. Thank you.

FURN. APT. large 2 bdr., 2 bath, heated
pool, recently painted. $55/mo. per
student. 315 E. San Fernando, apt. 10
297-0643.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED:
bdr. apt. 215 S. 12th #1 295.3422.

3

"ERSONALS f71
WANTED: CREATIVE co-eds to participate in experimental social, intellectual cornmunity. Call Dan, 298-3176.

NOW RENTING - Rms. from $42.50
at 179 S. 3rd. I block from library. Call
SERVICES (8).
244-3385 even.
FOR RENT. REFINED, (urn, rms. Males, RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
priv. No smoking or drinking. 293. Free delivery, free service. No contras?.
3098.
Call 251-2598.
SMALL 2 bdrm. cottage for rent 3 TYPING - Term papers, theses, etc.
blks. from campus. Ideal for 2 or 3. Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 294Available March 15th. Jane 286-7689.
3772.
I MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 1 bdr, GUARANTEED TYPING, fast & acprompt, will edit, near San Jos
curate,
apt. 670 S. 8th #18. $57.50. Pool, up.
State. Mrs. Aslanian, 298.4104.
div. or grad. preferred. 295.8322.
NEED ONE MALE roommate at the 470 HELP STAMP OUT SLOPPINESS! Be the
best pressed man on campus. Ask how
apts. Call 287.2492 or 294.2587.
you can have shirts pressed free. 244-,
COMMUTING? SAVE 5. Quinn rm., 4914.
serious fem, stud, priv, home near SJS. EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec
297-6079.
trio. Masters - Reports - Disserta2 GIRLS NEEDED. Nice apt. on S. 11th tions. Marianne Tamberq, 1924 Harri,"
for $38 ea. 298 3479 aft. 6:30 per. Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
M.Th.
TYPING DONE. 25c/page. Call Larry,
I MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 244-7174 after 4 p.m.
large, clean 2 bdr, apt. w/2 others. RELIABLE 8 EXPERIENCED babysitting
in my home. 1 to 3 children - $25Pool & very quiet. Call 246.4521.
527.50/week. Will feed. Big back yard.’
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 blks. 8 a.m. to 7 Call 2594405.
from campus. $45, ma. - own rm. Call
after 4:30 287.1634.
IBM ELEC. TYPING - 50c/page. 2644
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2067, my home.
house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294.8352. DRESSMAKING -ALTERATIONS
FOR RENT: 2 tbdr. unfurn. apt. 5 min. Judith - 258-1288.
from SJSC. Call 293-5995.
3 LRGE. RMS. FURN. $135/mo. All util.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
included. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th.
Call 259.1547. Avail. after March 15th.
WANTED: CAR POOL daily from Palc
VERY ATTRACTIVE, roomy & quiet apt. Alto. Can provide car part time. Classes
suitable for 2 people. On 4th St., start 11:00. Call 328.6215.
across from school. $100/mo. Avail.
March 15th. Call 297-9253. ask for Dave.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Mace
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily

1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy

order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to

Spartan

Daily

Classifieds.

FOR SALE 131
21/4 X 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all acres.
sores. 3 lenses, 30 ft. back, for Robot
Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle,
!alephoto. 286-8510.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
LET THAT BE A LES5ON 70

YOU, ESZLIGE.,/

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

linos
lIe..
lInns
lines

Med.; cat..415,),C design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers
to store more, longer.

3
4
5
6

Comes in the first gentle, Resit:tie plastic applicator

amount

Add this
for
each addi

tionai line

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

.50

.50

Three days

Four days

Fly. days

2.25 --2-.41/- -2:162.75 -1:9-0-- 3.00
3.503.-ig- 3.40
4.00
3.90
3.75
.50

.50

.50

For sample box of 10. send IOC to Meds. Sox 10-5,
Maitewn N I neer,(1 intro- On Pti ir r

!MOS MC, MOISCSS Ate TRACICOSAMIS
1111,00141 1.111.11. 1! COMPI1N1

CI Help Wanted (4)
0 N004114 (5)
fl Lost and Found (5)

0 Personals (7)
0 Simian (B)

n rrarroortauon

For
Enclosed Is $

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
Ii Far Sale (3)

Print Name
Address

(K)

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

